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Pu this paper, we investigate the use of stochastic vari- 
able and v&e ordering heuristics for solving job shop 
scheduling problems with non-relaxable deadlines and 
complex metric constraints. Previous research in con- 
straint satisfaction scheduling has developed highly ef- 
fective, deterministic heuristics for this class of prob- 
lems based on simple measures of temporal sequencing 
flexibility. However, they are not infallible, and the 
possibility of search failure raises the issue of how to 
most productively eularge tRe search. Backtracking is 
one alternative, but such systematicity generally im- 
plies high computational cost. VVe instead design au 
iterative sampling procedure, based on the intuition 
that it is more productive to deviate from heuristic ad- 
vice iu cases where the heuristic is less informed, and 
likewise better to follow the heuristic in cases where it 
is more knowledgeable. ‘We specify stochastic counter- 
parts to previously developed search heuristics, which 
are parameterized to calibrate degree of randomness 
to level of discriminatory power. Experimental re- 
sults on job shop scheduling @SPs of increasing size 
demonstrate comparative advantage over chronologi- 
cal backtracking. Comparison is also made to another, 
recently proposed iterative sampling technique called 
heuristic-biased stochastic sampling (HBSS). Whereas 
HBSS assumes a statically specified heuristic bias that 
is utilized at every application of the heuristic, our ap- 
proach defines bias dynamically according to how weld 
the heuristic discriminates alternatives.’ 

Recent research in constraint satisfaction problem solv- 
ing (CSP) approaches to scheduling has produced 
strong scheduling search heuristics with fairly broad 
applicability (e.g., (Cheng & Smith 1994)). How- 
ever, these heuristics are not guaranteed to succeed, 
and one problematic aspect of @W-based scheduling 
procedures in practical domains is their fall back re- 
liance on backtracking search. For backtracking search 
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to perform reasonably, solutions must be evenly dis- 
tribnted among the “leaves” of the search tree, and 
unfortunately, this is typically not the case. One com- 
mon approach to avoiding the computational bottle- 
neck of backtracking has been to instead relax con- 
straints (typically deadlines) if the search arrives at an 
inconsistent state. Such approximate solution proce- 
dures can be particularly useful as components of a 
larger schedule optimization process (e.g., (Cheng & 
Smith 1996)). E ven so, performance is entirely a func- 
tion of the quality of the heuristics that are used, and 
could benefit from the ability to productively enlarge 
the search. The interesting question here is what mid- 
dle ground exists between backtrack-free approximate 
procedures and complete backtracking search. 

One interesting alternative is to restart the search 
from scratch whenever it arrives at an inconsistent 
state, and take some number of different decisions on 
each successive pass through the search tree. The sim- 
plest example of this search model is iterative sam- 
pling (Langley 1992) which randomly explores differ- 
ent paths through the search tree. However, in and of 
itself, iterative samphng provides no basis for exploit- 
ing knowledge of search heuristics. Least Discrepancy 
Search (EDS) (H arvey & Ginsberg 1995), alternatively, 
is a restarting procedure designed with the use of a 
search heuristic in mind. LIDS is based on the intu- 
ition that paths through the search tree which vary 
only slightly from the path advocated by the heuristic 
represent the most promising alternatives and should 
be explored first. In its most basic form, LDS defines 
a systematic procedure wherein the path advocated 
by the heuristic is explored first, followed by all paths 
which deviate from the henristic at just one decision 
point, followed by all paths which deviate at two de- 
cision points, and so on. Heuristic-biased stochastic 
sampling (HBSS) (B resina 1996) is a second restarting 
procedure designed to utilize a search heuristic as the 
basis for conducting a broader-based search. In this 
case, a heuristic bias function is used to encode the 
Bevel of confidence one has in the heuristic’s advice and 
this function is used to modulate a stochastic decision 
procedure akin to iterative sampling. Both HBSS and 
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LDS have been effectively applied to specific schedul- 
ing problems D 

One common characteristic of EDS and HBSS is that 
they both assume context independence with regard to 
the quality of the avaiPable search heuristic (or heuris- 
tics). In HBSS, for example, the heuristic bias function 
influences the degree to which the heuristic is to be fol- 
lowed in the same way at every choice point. Similarly, 
in I,DS all paths which deviate in only one choice from 
those of the heuristic are considered more promising 
than paths which deviate in two choices, regardless of 
the specific nature of the respective decisions. In actu- 
ality, a given search heuristic will typically provide dif- 
ferent amounts of leverage at different choice points in 
the search. It may be more or less informed at different 
stages of the search, more or less discriminating when 
applied to different sets of alternatives, etc. In design- 
ing an extended search procedure, one would ideally 
like to concentrate exploration around those decisions 
where the heuristic guidance is weakest and most sus- 
ceptible to error. 

In this paper? we develop and evaluate such an 
extended-search procedure for solving scheduling prob- 
lems with non-relaxable deadlines. Our starting point 
is a high-performance, deterministic constraint satis- 
faction scheduling procedure called SP-IT2 (Cheng & 
Smith I994), whose effectiveness derives from variable 
and valne ordering heuristics that exploit simple mea- 
sures of temporal sequencing flexibility. Following the 
intuition behind the original design of these heuristics, 
we define stochastic counterparts for use within an iter- 
ative sampling search framework which promote ran- 
domness in inverse proportion to the amount of dis- 
criminatory power that each heuristic provides in any 
given choice context. We apply this revised search pro- 
cedure to the extended job-shop problem previously 
addressed in (Cheng 8.~ Smith l994), which reqnires 
attendance to metric bounds on both the durations of 
individual operations and the separation times between 
successive operations of the same job, and demonstrate 
the cost/performance leverage of our approach over the 
originally developed backtracking search model. We 
also contrast the performance of our procedure to that 
of IIBSS, to evaluate the advantage of dynamic (or 
context specific) heuristic bias. We start by defining 
the scheduling problem of interest and reviewing the 
deterministic SP-PCP scheduling model. 

The extended Job Shop Deadline Scheduling Prob- 
Iem (JSDSP) considered in (Cheng AL Smith 1994) 
involves synchronizing the use of a set of resources 
R= (r1 ..D rm} to perform a set of jobs J = {jl . e . jn) 
over time. The processing of a job ji requires the exe- 
cation of a sequence of ni activities (air . . . ai,*), and 
the execution of each activity aij is subject to the fol- 
%owing constraints: 

resource availability - each aij requires exclusive use 
of a single resource Yp”, ri for its entire duration. 

processing time constraints - each aij has a mini- 
mum and maximum processing time, procgin and 
procFax, such that procgin 5 e,) - slj 5 proczax, 
where the variables sij and eij represent the start 
and end times respectively of aij. 

separation constraints - for each pair of successive 
activities Uij and a;j+r, j = 1. .*ni - 1, in job jis 
there is a minimum and maximum separation time, 
sepz’” and sepEaz, such that (sepzin < slk+, - 
e,a 5 sepzaz : k = 1. . . n - II). 

job release and due dates - Every job ji has a release 
date rdi, which specifies the earliest time that any 
aij can be started, and a due date dd;, which desig- 
nates the time by which all aij must be completed. 

There are different ways to formulate this problem 
as a CSP. In (Smith & Cheng 1993), the problem is 
treated as one of establishing precedence constraints 
between pairs of activities that require the same re- 
source, so as to eliminate all possible conflicts in re- 
source use, In CSP terms, a decision variable Oij, 
is defined for each pair of activities cai and arj requir- 
ing resource r7 which can take on one of two values: 
uj (before)ai OF ai(before)aj. 

To support the search for a consistent assignment 
to this set of decision variables, we can define for any 
JSDSP a directed graph Gd(V, E), where the set of 
nodes V represents time points (i.e., the origin point 
and the start and end time points, sa, and e,*, of each 
activity ai) and the set of edges E represents tempo- 
ral distance constraints. I?or every constraint of the 
form ar 5 tpj - tpi 5 b specified in JSDSP, there are 
two weighted edges in the graph Gd(V9 E). The first 
one is directed from tpi to tpj with weight b and the 
second one is directed from tpj to tpi with weight --a. 
The graph Gd(Vs E) corresponds to a Simple Temporal 
Problem (Dechter, lMeiri, $2 I’earl 1991) and its consis- 
tency can be efficiently determined via shortest path 
computations. Thus, a search for a solution to IS- 
DSP can proceed by repeatedly adding posting) new 
precedence constraints into Gd( V, E) and recomput- 
ing shortest path lengths to confirm that Gd(V, E) re- 
mains consistent (i.e. 7 no negative weight cycles). Iet 
d(tpi, tpj) designate the shortest path length in graph 
Gd(V/, E) from node $pi tQ node tpj O 

The s cl? Schedulling Procedure 

The SP-PCP scheduling procedure (Shortest Path- 
based Precedence Constraint Posting) (Cheng & Smith 
1994) utilizes shortest path information in Gd(V, E) in 
two ways to enhance the basic search process sketched 
above. First, it is possible to define dominance condi- 
tions, which identify unconditional decisions and pro- 
mote early pruning of alternatives. For any pair of 
activities cei and aj that are competing for the same 
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resource, 4 possible cases of conflict are defined: 

Condition B represents an unresolvab%e conflict. 
There is no way to sort cai and aj without inducing 
a negative cycle in graph Gd(V, E), and the search 
has reached an inconsistent state. Conditions 2, and 
3, alternatively, distinguish uniquely resolvable con- 
flicts. Here, there is only one feasible ordering of ai 
and aj and the decision of which constraint to post is 
thus unconditional. In the case of Condition 2, only 
aj QBe$ore)cei leaves Gd(V, E) consistent and similarly, 
only a;(before)aj is feasible in the case of Condition 3. 
Condition 4 designates a final class of resolvable con- 
j?ic%. h. this case, both orderings of CQ and aj 
feasible and it is necessary to make a choice. 

remain 

It is possible to extend -Conditions 2 and 3 above (as 
originally defined in (Cheng & Smith 1994)) to specify 
only those circumstances where ai and aj can actually 
overlap in time and thus avoid the posting of redundant 
constraints. For example, if constraints a; (befO?Y)Uj 

and aj(be$ore)uk have been posted, then there is no 
need to post aiQbeOfore)ak. The following extended 
dominance conditions are sufficient to detect such sit- 
uations: 

We will assume the use of these stronger dominance 
conditions in the procedures that are developed and 
evaluated later in this paper. 

The second way in which shortest path information 
is exploited within SP-PCP is in the definition of vari- 
able and value ordering heuristics for selecting and re- 
solving conflicts an the-set characterized by Condition 
4. In this context, d(e az 9 saj) and d(e,, 9 sa, ) provide 
measures of the degree of sequencing flexibility that re- 
mains with respect to aei and aj o The SP-PCP variable 
ordering heuristic attempts to focus first on the conflict 
with the least amount ofsequencing flexibility (i.e., the 
ordering decision that is closest to being forced). More 
precisely, the conflict (ai, aj) with the overall minimum 
value Of VarEvcEl(azi, Cej) = TTbi?X{bd;j, bdji) is always 
selected for resomtion, where: 
where 

and 

The I/?? bias is introduced to hedge when the con- 
flict with the overall nGn{cl(e,*, s,~), d(eaj s sa,)) has 
a very large nzcez(d(eai9 saj), d(eaj 9 s,~)), and a second 
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SP-PCP(Jsdsp) 
I. BoaPp 
2. if Unresolvable-Conflict (Jsdsp) 
3. then retklrn(ni1) 
4. eke 

5. if Uniquely-Resolvable-Conflicts(Jsdsp) 
6. &Iron Post-Unconditional-Constraints( Jsdsp) 
7. else begin 
8. Conflic%::=Ch oose-Resolvable-Confict( Jsdsp) 
9. if (Con f lie% = NIL) 
10. then return(solution) 
1%. else begin 
12. Cons%::= 

Choose-Prec-Constraint( Jsdsp, Conflict) 
13. Post-Constraint( Jsdsp,Cons%) 
14. end 
115. end 
16. encmmp 

Figure 1: Basic SP-PCP Algorithm 

conflict has two shortest path values just slightly larger 
than this overall minimum. In such situations, it is not 
clear which conflict has the least sequencing flexibility. 

The value ordering heuristic used within SP-PCP to 
resolve a selected conflict (a; 9 aj) simply chooses the 
precedence constraint that retains the most sequenc- 
ing flexibility. Specifically, ai(before)uj is selected if 
bdij > bdji and aj(6efore)ai otherwise. 

Figure 1 gives the basic overall SP-PCP solution pro- 
cedure, which interleaves the application of dominance 
conditions (Steps 2 and 5) with variable and value or- 
dering (Steps 8 and 12 respectively) and incremental 
updating of the solution graph Gd(V, E) (Steps 6 and 
13) to conduct a single pass through the search tree. 
It is restructured slightly from the algorithm originally 
given in (Cheng & Smith 1994) to take advantage of 
the stronger dominance conditions defined above, but 
is otherwise equivalent to the one-pass, partial solution 
procedure that was evaluated in this work. The com- 
plete, backtracking search version of SP-PCP defined 
in (Cheng & Smith 1994) is obtained by instead back- 
tracking whenever possible before returning nil in Step 
3. 

The experimental study conducted in (Cheng & Smith 
1994) has demonstrated the effectiveness of the simple 
scheduling procedure depicted in Figure 1. This study 
also indicates the added leverage of embedding this 
partial procedure within a backtracking search frame- 
work in terms of an ability to solve a larger number of 

larger-sized problem instances. At the same time, it 
is also clear from this study that this ability to solve 



RANDOM-SP-PCP(Jsdsp, MaxR) 
1. Solution :I= NIL 
2. $ ::= 0 
3. whille (r < MuxR) and ncP$(Ss%ution) do begin 
4. SoIution : := SIP-PCP( Jsdsp) 
5. r.:=$+B 
6. Reset-Initial-Solution-State(Jsdsp) 
7 D end-whille 

Figure 2: Random-SP-PCP Algorithm 

additional problems comes at a considerable increase 
in computational cost, raising the question of whether 
there exist more efficient ways than backtracking to 
enlarge the search when variable and value ordering 
decisions lead to an unresolvable conflict. In this sec- 
tion, we propose the use of an iterative sampling proce- 
dure in which variable and value ordering decisions are 
made in a stochastic, but heuristically-biased manner. 

Assuming that at least one of the choose-Resolvable- 
Conflict or Choose-Prec-Constraint steps of the basic 
SP-PCP algorithm is handled in a stochastic manner, 
the algorithm shown in Figure 2 implements a basic 
iterative sampling procedure. The algorithm attempts 
to solve an instance of JSDSP by exploring random 
paths an the search tree until either a feasible solution 
is found or a maximum number of paths have been 
examined. Every time the algorithm explores a new 
path an the search tree it starts from scratch (i.e., from 
an initial solution state where no constraints have yet 
been posted between pairs of activities requirmg the 
same resource). 

Below, we first define stochastic counterparts to SP- 
PCP’s deterministic heuristics which vary the proba- 
bility that the heuristic’s advice will be followed ac- 
cording to its discriminatory power in a given choice 
context. Then we define a static-bias approach 
based on Heuristic-Biased Stochastic Sampling (HBSS) 
(Bresina 1996). 

StBpchastic VasiabBe and -va8ue Ordering 
Our design of stochastic versions of SP-PCP’s variable 
and value ordering heuristics follows from the simple 
intuition that makes more sense to follow a heuristic’s 
advice when it clearly distinguishes one alternative as 
superior and it makes less sense to follow its advice 
when several choices are judged to be equally good. 

Let us consider first the case of varialble ordering. 
As previously discussed, SIP-PCP’s variable ordering 
heuristic selects the conflict (aei 9 q) with the overall 
minimum value of VarEvad(ai, aj) = min(bdij, bdja). 
If VcarrEval(q, h;ej) is << than V/arEval(ar,, al) for all 
other pending conflicts (~llk, al), then the selected con- 
flict (c;ei) sej) is clearly distinguished. However, if other 
VarEvcad(cer,, cjel) values are instead quite “close9’ to 
VarEvad(ai, aj ), then the preferred choice is not clear 

and selection of any of these conflicts may be reason- 
able. We formalize this notion by defining an accep- 
tance band ,B with respect to the set of pending resolv- 
able conflicts and expanding the Choose-Resolvab%e- 
Conflict step of SP-PCP to: 

1. Calculate the overall minimum value bJ = 
min(VarEval(a~~ Cej)) as before 

2. Determine the subset of resolvable conflicts SC = 
{(Ui9 Uj) Z 6d 5 V/arEVUl((Ui,Uj)) 5 W(1 + 0)) 

3. Randomly select a conflict (ai, aj ) in the set Sd;“. 
Thus, p defines a range around the minimum heuristic 
evaluation within which any differences in evaluations 
are assumed to be insignificant and non-informative. 
The smaller the value of p, the higher the assumed dis- 
criminatory power of the heuristic. IIn the experiments 
reported later, we consider two values for p: 0.05 (in 
which case all evaluations within 5% of the minimum 
are considered to be equally good next choices) and 0. % 
(in which case all evaluations within 10% are consid- 
ered equivalent) o 

A similar approach can be taken for value or- 
dering decisions. Let pc(ai, aj) be the deterministic 
value ordering heuristic used by SP-PCP. As previously 
noted, JIC(U~, aj) = ai(bef ore)aj when bdij > bdji and 
aj (be$ore}ai otherwise. Recalling the definition of bd, 

in cases where S = 
min{d(e 
maZc(d(e al ,saj)14eai ~~a~)l is 

a1 ,sa,),4ea,,sa,)l M 1, and 

hence bdij and bdji are M equal,‘pc(aa: aj) does not give 
clear guidance (both choices appear equally good). Ac- 
cordingly, we define the following randomized version 
of Choose-Prec- Constraint: 

YpC(Ui, Uj) = 
t 

Pc(G9 uj) : U[O,l] +a < s 
pc(ai, aj) : otherwise 

where cx represents a threshold parameter, U[O, l] rep- 
resents a random value in the interval [0, l] with uni- 
form distribution function and pc(ai, aj) is the com- 
plement of the choice advocated by pc(ai, aj). Under 
this random selection method, it is simple to demon- 
strate that probability of deviating from the choice of 
SP-PCP’s original value ordering heuristic pc is (S-a) 
when S 2 o and 0 otherwise. If a is set at 0.5, then 
each ordering choice can be seen to be equally likely in 
the case where S = 1 (i.e., the case where the heuristic 
gives the least information). Below, we examine per- 
formance with c~ = 0.5 and c~ = 0.75 (where there is a 
stronger bias toward deterministic behavior). 

Heuristic-Biased Stochastic SamgPing 
An alternative to the “dynamic-bias” approach to vari- 
able and value ordering just described is HBSS, which 
can be viewed as a “static-bias” approach. HBSS op- 
erates by applying a given (deterministic) heuristic to 
first produce a ranking of alternative choices in any 
decision context, and then super-imposing a statically 
defined bias function over this ranking to define ran- 
dom selection probabilities. 
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Under this scheme, @hoose-Reso%vabEe-@onflic~ is de- 
fined to proceed in three steps: 

Create a set C of possible choices by sorting all pend- 
ing conflicts according to SP-PCP’s VarEvad heuris- 
tic and selecting the first c conflicts. 

Map the elements of C to the natural values f = 
1,2,3 e e s (rank), 80 that the conflict with minimum 
heuristic evaluation has rank Jo = I.. 

RandomBy select an element in C, where the proba- 
bihty B(T) to get the choice with rank T is: 

Following the experimental results obtained in 
(Bresina 1996) 9 we assume that Fb is one of the fol- 
lowing bias functions:” 

1. Boly(2). 

Fb(r) = $ 

2. Poly(S): 

Fb(r) = -$ 

3. Exponential: 
Fb(r) = ezp(-r) 

We also assume that the set of elements C is of fixed 
size c and that heuristic information is used only to 
rank elements in C. In the experiments following, we 
have chosen c = 
l/20” 

20, and, in fact, for 7” = 20 we have: 
= 0.0025; l/20’ = 0.000125 and ezp(-20) = 

2.2E - 9. So, for values of r greater than 20 the values 
of the functions F%, are in practice O anyway. 

We define an analogous choose-Prec-Construind pro- 
cedure in the following straightforward manner. The 
decision proposed by nc(~i 1 aj) (SP-PCP’s value order- 
ing heuristic) is assigned the value r = 1, the comple- 
mentary choice is assigned r = 2, and the probability 
of selecting the choice with rank r is defined as: 

where d”b is one of the previous bias functions. 

In this section, we evaluate the Random SP-PCP pro- 
cedure together with the stochastic variable and value 
ordering heuristics developed above on a set of ran- 
domly generated job shop deadhne scheduling prob- 
lems. We contrast the performance of various config- 
urations of Random SP-PCP with that of the original 
deterministic SP-PCP procedures described in (Cheng 

‘In (Harvey 1994) a very sixnilar approach was taken 
tcp variable and value ordering with poor results. However, 
this study restricted attention to very simple (i.e., constant) 
bias functions. 

$c Smith 1994), t 0 assess the performance gain over 
both the simple one-pass partial solution procedure 
and the full procedure with chronological backtrack- 
ing. VVe also examine the performance impact of re- 
stricting random decision making to variable ordering 
alone, value ordering alone or some combination of 
both. Finally, we compare the performance differences 
following from dynamic versus static specification of 
heuristic bias. 

Following the same experimental design used in 
(Cheng &z Smith l994), we considered scheduling prob- 
lems of size IV x AI, where the structure of each problem 
instance is as follows. There are N jobs to be sched- 
uled. Each job requires operations to be performed on 
each of M different resources, and the order in which 
each job must visit each resource is random. Using pre- 
cisely the same problem generation scheme and param- 
eters for specifying release dates, due dates, processing 
times and separation constraints as used in (Cheng & 
Smith 1994), we generated problem sets of 50 instances 
at each of three different sizes: 16 x 5, 20 x 5 and 25 x 5. 

Ah procedures evaluated were implemented in Me- 
gro CommonLisp, and (with one exception noted be- 
low) experiments were run on a SUN Spare 10 worksta- 
tion. Hn the case of deterministic SP-PCP, a limit of 
2000 nodes was imposed as an upper bound on the 
amount of backtracking allowed in solving any one 
problem instance, and performance was measured in 
terms of number of problems solved and average so- 
lution time (over all instances). For the Random SP- 
PCP procedures tested, a maximum of 10 solution at- 
tempts (or starts) was allowed for any instance and the 
first attempt was always non-random (using the de- 
terministic SP-PCP heuristics). Hn these experiments, 
performance was measured in terms of number of prob- 
lems solved, average number of starts (considering only 
those problems that were solved), and average solution 
time. 

‘Table 1 shows the performance results obtained on 
the smallest 16 x 5 problem set. Configurations of Ran- 
dom SP-PCP with the “dynamic-bias99 search heuris- 
tics were tested with the two different settings men- 
tioned earlier for both a (value ordering) and ,8 (vari- 
able ordering) parameters, both in isolation and in 
combination. For the “static-bias99 ) HBSS configura- 
tions of Random SP-PCP, three different bias functions 
were tested in conjunction with the random variable 
ordering, random value ordering and their combina- 
tion. Hn both cases (static-bias and dynamic-bias), if 
a particular test configuration did not incorporate ei- 
ther random heuristic, then its deterministic SP-PCP 
counterpart was utilized. 

We can see from Table 1 that 36 problems were 
solved by straight application of the deterministic 
heuristics of (Cheng & Smith 1994), leaving only I.4 
problem instances that require additional search for 
solution. Chronological backtracking solves an addi- 
tional 12 problems within the search limits imposed (a 
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Table 1: Performance a-3 16 x 5 problem set D 

Strategy 

SP-PCP 

Parameters 

1 pass 
chron. bktrk 

Nbr. of CPU 
Nbr. Starts TFime 

Solved (avg.) (sec.) 
36 1.0 
48 - 236 

Random 
SP-PCP 

(Dynamic) 

e3@p(--r-) val 39 6.0 289 
both 39 6.6 301 

total of 48). All configurations of Random SP-PCP 
with dynamic-bias heuristics outperform the back- 
tracking procedure on this problem set; each solves at 
least one additional problem and all have smaller so- 
lution times. 0f the Random SP-PCP configurations 
using static-bias heuristics, only the variable ordering 
heuristic used in isolation (i.e., with deterministic value 
ordering) yielded results better than fully determin- 
istic backtracking search. However, this variable or- 
dering heuristic performed uniformly well regardless of 
the bias function that was used. Contrasting the rel- 
ative performance of dynamic-bias and static-bias ap- 
proaches to value ordering gives some indication of the 
advantage of using the choice context (and the degree 
of information provided by the heuristic) to dynami- 
cally determine henristic bias. 

Table 2 displays results obtained on the intermediate 
sized, 20 x 5 problem set. All configurations of Ran- 
dom SP-PCP that solved all 50 instances in the 16 x 5 
set were applied in this case, plus the top performing 
value ordering heuristic configuration of Random SP- 
PCP (a = 0.5). For this problem set, 35 problems are 
solvable by the deterministic SP-PCP heuristics and 
chrono%ogica! backtracking solved an additional 8 in- 
stances. At this larger problem size, the performance 
differential between Random SP-PCP and the back- 
tracking search model. widens; the slowest perform- 
ing stochastic configuration solves 49 of 50 problems 
with an average solution time less than half that of 

the backtracking procedure. The strongest performlng 
configuration on this problem set is dynamic-bias vari- 
able ordering only (with ,0 = 0.05). The static-bias 
variable ordering configuration (with function 5) per- 
forms quite well also, as do several combined dynamic- 
bias variable and value ordering configurations. 

Performance results obtained for the largest 25 x 5 
problem set are given in Table 3.3 At this problem 
size, the relative effectiveness of stochastic variable and 
value ordering heuristics is most apparent. The deter- 
ministic (1 pass) procedure was able to solve only 23 of 
the 50 problem instances. Yet Random SP-PCP with 
dynamic-bias variable ordering (p = 0.05) solved all 
50 with only slightly greater than 2 restarts on aver- 
age, and all configurations of Random SP-PCP tested 
solve more than twice the number solved by the simple 
greedy procedure. As was the case at smaller prob- 
lem sizes, dynamic-bias variable ordering continued to 
show some performance advantage over static-bias al- 
ternatives. 

Hn this papers we have investigated the use of stochastic 
search as a means of efficiently solving scheduling prob- 
lems with non-relaxable deadlines and complex metric 
constraints. Building from prior research which has 
developed strong variable and value ordering heuris- 
tics for this class of constraint satisfaction scheduling 
problems, we have focused on the design of stochas- 
tic counterparts to these heuristics, which are appli- 
cable within an iterative sampling search framework 
and offer a more cost-effective basis for extended search 
than does deterministic backtracking. The key idea un- 
derlying our approach is to heuristically bias random 
choices an a dynamic fashion, according to how well 
(or how poor) the available search heuristics discrim- 
inate among alternatives in any given choice context. 
We defined stochastic variants of the scheduling search 
heuristics developed in (Cheng & Smith 1994) which 
operate in this manner, and embedded them within 
an iterative sampling procedure called Random SP- 
PCP. In an experimental study on randomly generated 
scheduling problems of increasing scale, the stochastic 
procedure was found to significantly outperform its de- 
terministic, backtracking-search counterpart. 

Perhaps more interesting, comparison was also made 
to another, similar iterative sampling procedure based 
on the static-bias approach of HBSS (Bresina 1996). 
WBSS utilizes a static, pre-determined bias function 
each time the search heuristic is applied, and hence 
does not take into account any information about how 
strong (or weak) the heuristic’s guidance is in specific 
choice contexts. Some configurations of this statically 

3These largest exp eriments were run on an UltraSparc 
170, which accounts for the apparent discrepancy with re- 
spect to the cpu times obtained on the smaller problem 
sets. 
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biased procedure were also found to perform quite well. 
Nonetheless, the best performing configuration of Ran- 
dom SP-PCP on all problem sets tested was one that 
utilized dynamic-bias search heuristics, indicating the 
benefit of dynamically adjusting heuristic bias to con- 
centrate search around those scheduling decisions for 
which the heuristic does not provide strong advice. 

Table 2: Performance on 20 x 5 problem set. 

SF-PCP % pass 35 1.0 
chron. bktrb 43 - 605 

Random I B 
SF-PCP . oql5 I - 49 I 3.1 I 285 

(Dynamic) - 1 0.05 1 50 1 2.3 1 204 
0.75 I 0.05 I 50 I 2.6 I 224 f 
0.75 0.1 50 3.1 256 
0.5 0.05 50 3.4 272 

Random IBias Fn Dec. 
SF-BCP 
(Static) 

Table 3: Performance on 25 x 5 problem set. 

Strategy 

SF-FCP 

parameters 

1 pass 

Nbr. of CPU * 
Nbr. Starts Time 

Solved (avg.) (sec.) 
23 I.0 

1 Random 1 Bias Fn 1 Dec. 1 I 
SF-FCP 
(Static) 
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